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Separation of responsibilities



Background

From the implementation plan:



Background

From the implementation plan:

We rely on existing data
Focus on providing access 
via a common portal

This is established



Status of the web sites

◻ arctic-rcc.org is established
◻ Sections for LRF, Climate monitoring (CM), Data 

services, Documentation, PARCOF, Regional Node 
pages, and Forum for registered users

◻ CM and LRF include products presented in the 
consensus statement, historic products as well as 
updates where relevant (e.g. late winter LRF)



















Data portal

Strategy: 

Utilize existing expertise and experience from other projects



MET Norway runs data management 
systems/portals for:

GCW, YOPP, NBS, NORDMAP, NMDC, 
NorDataNet, SIOS, AeN, GeoAccess,

Data Collection or Production Centres (DCPCs)

Many contact points established or in progress



Some examples









So how does the system work? 

Overview of the Data Portal   
components and services

→ Metadata-driven approach

https://yopp.met.no/node/4
“YOPP Data Portal Concept Document”



The metadata-driven approach

Provide index metadata  -  GCMD DIF or ISO 19115; e.g. WIS metadata

Interface to expose metadata  -  OAI-PMH recommended, CSW more expensive

Data access  -  OPeNDAP recommended, and/or WMS for visualisation. Http/ftp ok for 
smaller files. WFS/WCS are NOT supported

File formats  -  NetCDF-CF is recommended. WMO Grib and BUFR suitable for real time 
GTS exchange. JSON/XML NOT recommended

https://yopp.met.no/node/4

“Guidance for data centres contributing to YOPP”



Utilizing the metadata in search:

Example:

Geographic search and 
institute



Result:



What to do with metadata record

Inspect metadata

Download directly 
(requires access)

Point to the data 
“landing page”

Transform, subset, 
extract.. 
(Requires OpenDAP)

Visualize 
(Requires wms access)



Visualization.. 



Subset, transform, 
download

Requires log-in



Web/Data services open issues

◻ Produce metadata records for flagship products (Pri 1)
◻ Ingest metadata for other relevant products 
◻ Node web pages progress
◻ Do we need a data management plan?
◻ Other thoughts?



eivinds@met.no

Thank you



NOTES



About the GCW Data Portal
The GCW Data Portal, or catalogue, is dedicated to data management and to providing specific information on datasets. The data management 

component is an enabling service in the sense that it identifies relevant datasets and their locations and provides an interface that can be used in the 

evaluation of GCW data and products. The portal will support simple visualization (generation of maps or diagrams like time series) and transformations 

such as reformatting and re-projection of data, if the data are served through the appropriate interfaces and forms.

GCW data management shall integrate datasets and provides access to data and information on past, present, and future cryospheric conditions. To 

achieve these results, the data portal must be attached to real-time and near-real-time data management systems and to data archives. While 

interfacing with existing data management systems, GCW respects partnership and ownership. GCW itself will rely on distributed data management 

technologies and partners (e.g. CryoNet stations) to establish the GCW catalogue. This process will create a unified interface to datasets in an 

otherwise fragmented terrain. No information on data (discovery metadata) will be kept in the GCW catalogue without an agreement with the data 

producer/data owner.

GCW data management follows a metadata driven approach in which datasets are described through discovery metadata exchanged between 

contributing data centers and the GCW catalogue.

In the GCW context, at least two types of metadata are relevant. One is “discovery” or index metadata identifying general characteristics of a dataset, 

including what was measured where and when, potential restrictions on data use, data custodians, and the available interfaces to the actual dataset. 

This is the type of metadata that will be exchanged within GCW. Another type, “use” metadata, is required when a user has accessed a dataset and 

begins to use it. Such metadata typically include a specification of variables, units used, how missing values are encoded, and other details on the 

contents of the dataset. The third type of metadata is interpretation or context metadata for observational data (e.g., data quality, instrumentation used, 

processing performed, and environmental conditions), which allow data to be interpreted in context. The ingested discovery metadata will be harvested 

from project specific, national, and international catalogues. Some examples are given in Figure 1. In addition to harvesting existing catalogues, the data 

management part of the GCW portal will facilitate forms for submission of metadata on datasets not handled by existing catalogues. Successful 

exchange of metadata will involve some degree of adaptation of systems on either side. However, in order to establish a sustainable system, the 

number of standards the GCW portal has to support cannot be too many. Furthermore, the actual data also has to be standardised to support 

integration of data among data providers. Concerning the search model used for the GCW portal, search for scientific parameters is currently based on 

the GCMD Science Keywords. All datasets must be documented in the English language.



How to connect your data centre
The GCW Data Portal is a metadata driven data portal. This implies that data are hosted and served by contributing data centres which expose 

discovery metadata on the datasets. Once initiated, the GCW Data Portal regularly (once daily) harvests discovery metadata from the contributing 

data centres and ingests this in the GCW Data Catalogue which is integrated in this site. Provided the data is provided in the appropriate form 

(encoding) the GCW Data Portal is developing software to transform and combine datasets as well as extracting the most recent observations for 

ingestion into WMO GTS if required by the GCW community.

In order to connect your data centre to the GCW Data Portal an OAI-PMH end point serving either GCMD DIF or ISO19115 discovery metadata is 

required. If ISO19115 is used, discovery metadata should include GCMD Science Keywords to describe the parameters measured. If your data 

centre is hosting much data and GCW relevant data is mixed between other data, a dedicated OAI-PMH set is welcome to simplify the harvest 

process for the portal. When you serve GCMD DIF discovery metadata this is quite straightforward if the standard is used. If you use ISO19115 we 

require to add GCMD Science Keywords to describe the content of a dataset. Furthermore we require URLs to be identified using the OSGeo 

keywords for catalogue Interoperability.

Other technologies (OGC CSW and OpenSearch) are explored and to a certain extent support, but the simplest way forward is to use OAI-PMH.

For data we build services that rely on data encoded according to the Climate and Forecast Convention. This can be NetCDF file, but preferable data 

served through OPeNDAP as OPeNDAP allows us to do data streaming without downloading files. When preparing NetCDF (or other data) we 

recommend that the Attribute Convention for Dataset Discovery (ACDD) is used to include discovery metadata in the files. If you prepare NetCDF/CF 

files with ACDD we offer a compliance checker that you can access through this site at https://gcw.met.no/dataset_validation/form. Discovery data 

should include links to e.g. OGC WMS GetCapabilities and OPenDAP for the datasets. Please remember that we need GetCapabilities per dataset, 

but many datasets included in the same GetCapabilities document.

http://openarchives.org/pmh/
https://gcmdservices.gsfc.nasa.gov/static/kms/sciencekeywords/sciencekeywords.csv?ed_wiki_keywords_page
https://github.com/OSGeo/Cat-Interop/blob/master/LinkPropertyLookupTable.csv
https://github.com/OSGeo/Cat-Interop/blob/master/LinkPropertyLookupTable.csv
http://cfconventions.org/
https://www.opendap.org/
https://www.opendap.org/
http://wiki.esipfed.org/index.php/Attribute_Convention_for_Data_Discovery_1-3
https://gcw.met.no/dataset_validation/form


The concept of metadata
GCW Portal metadata are divided in 4 categories which are briefly described in Table 1. Among these 4 categories, 

data providers or supporting data centres are supposed to provide 3 of them. Further below in this document, there 

are recommendations on how to provide these.

Table 1: Brief introduction to different types of metadata.

 



Type Purpose Description Examples

Discovery 

metadata

Used to find 

relevant data

Discovery metadata are also called index metadata and are a digital version of the library index card. It describes who did what, where 

and when, how to access data and potential constraints on the data. It shall also link to further information on the data like site metadata. 

GCW is required to expose this information through WMO Information System as well. Discovery metadata are thus WIS metadata, 

although the GCW portal can translate to WIS for those not using WMO standards directly.

ISO19115

GCMD DIF

Use 

metadata

Used to 

understand 

data found

Use metadata are describing the actual content of a dataset and how it is encoded. The purpose is to enable the user to understand the 

data without any further communication. It describes content of variables using standardised vocabularies, units of variable, encoding of 

missing values, map projections etc.

Climate and 

Forecast 

Convention

BUFR

GRIB

Configuration 

metadata

Used to tune 

portal 

services for 

datasets for 

users.

Configuration metadata are used to improve the services offered through a portal to the user community. This can be e.g. how to best 

visualise a product. This information is maintained by the GCW portal and is not covered by discovery or use metadata standards.

 

Site 

metadata

Used to 

understand 

data found

Site metadata are used to describe the context of observational data. It describes the location of an observation, the instrumentation, 

procedures etc. To a certain extent it overlaps with discovery metadata, but more so it really extends discovery metadata. Site metadata 

can be used for observation network design.

WIGOS

OGC O&M




